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ABSTRACT
'Irilinear

and quadriplanar coordinates are types of homogeneous coordinates that
have many applications in mineralogy and geochemistry, but the analytic geometry of
such coordinates is not generally known. It therefore happens that the data derived by
these systems are treated graphically rather than analytically. An analytical treatment
can be obtained without recourse to unfamiliar analytic geometry by the direct and
reverse transformation of trilinear and quadriplanar coordinates to cartesian coordinates,
thus resolving all such problems to conventional analytic geometry.
Formulae for the necessary transformations have been published in generalized form
to apply to triangles and tetrahedra of all kinds, with the origins of cartesian coordinates
variously placed inside these figures. Formulae with numerical constants, however, have
not been published for the simplest figures, with specifically placed origins, as required in
practical applications. Such transformations are the principal thesis of this paper.
The equilaterai triangle is used as a triangle of relerence for trilinear coordinates, and
the reguiar tetrahedron as a tetrahedron of reference for quadriplanar coordinates. The
origins of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates are placed at the centroids of these figures. Three transformation formulae are deduced for trilinear coordinates,
and four such formulae are derived for quadriplanar coordinates. Some suggestions are
made regarding a generalization of quadriplanar and 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates
into the fourth dimension, but no trans{ormation formulae are presented. Practical
applications are outlined for homogeneous and cartesian coordinates.

INrnorucrroN
The subject of trilinear coordinates is omitted from modern American
textbooks on analytic geometry, but has been fully developedin older
British treatises.Among theseare the works of Whitworth (1866,506 p.),
F e r r e r s( 1 8 7 6 ,1 8 4 p . ) , L o n e y ( 1 9 2 3 ,v o l . 2 , 2 8 8 p . ) , a n d a c o n c i s et r e a t ment by Smith (1919,p. 34I-371). Quadriplanar coordinateshave been
discussedby Snyder and Sisam (1914, p. 109-123) under the heading of
tetrahedral coordinates,but this designation is misleading, as tetrahedral
coordinates are volumetric, referring to the ratios of the volumes of four
minor tetrahedra within a tetrahedron of reference. Quadriplanar coordinates are aiso discussedin books on projective geometry, mainly in
connectionwith generalhomogeneous
coordinatesand equations.
Trilinear and quadriplanar coordinates, for reasonslater stated, may
need to be transformed into 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional cartesian
coordinatesl and the reverse transformations are equally necessary.
Trilinear coordinatesconstitute a system of analytic geometry whereby
points and curves are located in relation to a triangle of reference.Any
I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
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triangle may be used for this purpose; and in a transformation to cartesiancoordinates,the origin may be placedanywherewithin the selected
triangle. Generalizedformulae for such transformations are given in the
books cited above, and also in the volume by Carr (1886, p. 562); but
specializedformulae with numerical constants for simplified calculations
have not been published. Two limitations are necessary.It is obvious
that an equilateral triangle is the simplest triangle of reference; and the
logical and most practical placement for the origin of 2-dimensional cartesiancoordinatesis at the centroid of the equilateraltriangle.With these
two restrictions, simple transformation formulae may readily be developed.
Generalizedformulae have also been published for the transformation
of quadriplanar coordinates to 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates, and
vice versa. But no simplified transformation formulae with numerical
constants for practical calculations have been made available. Points,
space curves, and surfaces are located in quadriplanar coordinates with
regard to a tetrahedron of reference. Such a tetr,ahedron may have triangular facesof various shapes,but the simplest figure is that of a regular
tetrahedronwith equilateraltriangular faces.This is selectedas the tetrahedron of reference;and the origin of 3-dimensionalcartesian coordinates
is placed at the centroid of the tetrahedron.
One or two trilinear coordinates may be negative, but not three. If one
coordinate is negative, the corresponding point lies outside one of the
edgesof the triangle of referencel but if two coordinatesare negative, the
point lies within an exterior angle of the triangle. Points in quadriplanar
coordinates may have one, two, or three negative values. If one coordinate is negative, the corresponding point lies outside one of the faces of
the tetrahedron of reference;if two coordinatesare negative, the point
lies within an exterior dihedral angle of the tetrahedronl and if three
coordinates are negative, the point lies within an exterior trihedral angle
of the tetrahedron.
Another limitation exists regarding negative values for trilinear and
quadriplanar coordinates.If the sum of two negative trilinear coordinates
equals or exceedsthe value of the positive coordinate, or if one negative
trilinear coordinate equals or exceedsthe sum of two positive coordinates,
no point can be charted. Similarly, if one or the sum of two or three quadriplanar coordinates equals or exceedsthe value of the positive coordinate or coordinates,no chartable point exists.
Trrr-rNBen CoonorNerps
The triangular coordinatepaper (no. 358-32)furnished by Keufel and
Esser,New York, is built upon an equilateral triangle, and exemplifiesthe
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form and calibration commonly used in charting trilinear coordinates.An
equilateral triangle of reference is shown in Fig. 1, with the origin of
2-dimensional cartesian coordinates at the centroid of the triangle, and
with the X-axis parallel to the base of the triangle. Also shown are the
trilinear coordinates a, B, and 7 of a point P, and the angles uL,o)2,and
co3,which these coordinate lines make respectively with the X-axis. By

Frc. 1. Relationship between trilinear and 2-dimensional cartesian coordinates.

drawing the constructionlines PS, SR, and RT, the length of the coordinate alpha is so self-apparent that no formal proof is needed; and the
same relationships hold with regard to beta and gamma. Hence, on the
assumption that the sum of the trilinear coordinates is 100, the transformation formulae are readily seento be the followinq:
@:

pt -

0:pr-

xCosol -

ySinol

xcos@s-ysino2

7:P3-xcos@3-YSIn@3

where

pr : p2': pr : 33i ,, :

+,r,

: t;, una
,, :3t

(1)
(2)
(3)

TRILINEAI\ AN D QUA RDI P LAN AR COORDIN ATES
In their simplest form, equations (1), (2), and (3) may be written as
follows:
a:33.3333-.8660x-.5y
. 8 6 6 0 x- . 5 y
P : 3 3 . 3 3 3* 3
z:33.3333+0+y

(4)

(s)
(6)

By means of these formulae, 2-dimensional cartesian coordinates may
quickly be transformed to trilinear coordinates. In the reverse transfor-

Frc. 2. Perspective view of a regular tetrahedron with the face ABD removed. Illustrates
relationship between quadriplanar and 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates.

mation, the value of y is obtained from formula (6); and the value of x
may be obtained either from formula (4) or (5), as these three formulae
are consistent.
Quaonrer-nNARcooRDTNATES
The relationship between quadriplanar and 3-dimensional cartesian
coordinates is somewhat more involved, but the final formulae that are
deduced are readily applied. Figure 2 shows a perspective view of a regular tetrahedron of reference,with the front face removed. The origin of
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3-dimensional cartesian coordinatesis made coincident with the centroid
of the tetrahedron.The Y-axis is parallel to the edgeAB, and the Z-axis
is congruent with the normal from D to the face ABC. A simple trigonometric computation shows that the four normals from the vertices to
the four oppositefaces,exemplifiedby AQ, BR, and DS, meet in a point
that is the centroid of the tetrahedron. (This is true only for a regular
tetrahedron.) Another calculationshows that each of the segmentsOQ,
OR, and OS, as well as the distancefrom O to the face ABD, is equal to
25, if the sum of the quadriplanar coordinatesis 100.
A conciseproof is given by Yates (1961,p. 190-191)that the distance
of a point (*, y,
to a plane, exemplified by any of the four faces of a
")
tetrahedron, is representedin cartesian coordinates by the following
ecuation:
s:

x c o s a * y c o sp I

z c o s7 - p

(7)

where
s: the length of a directedline from P to the given plane.
x, y, and z:the cartesiancoordinatesof P.
a, B, and7 : the direction angles (not the trilinear coordinates) of the
normals AQ, BR, DS, and a similar normal from C to the
faceABD.
and
p: the length of eachof the segmentsOQ, OR, OS, and a similar
segmentfrom O to the face ABD.
The directed distances in quadriplanar coordinates, however, are
measured in the opposite direction, that is, from the four faces of the
tetrahedron of referenceto the given point. Hence the algebriac signs of
the right side of equation (7) must be reversed in order to show the
proper relationship, as given below.
si:

pi - x cosci- ycospi-

zcosltG:1,2,3,4)

(8)

Equation (8) is found to be the one required for the transformationof 3dimensional cartesian to quadriplanar coordinates,and vice versa. Hence
the quadriplanar coordinatesof a set of 3-dimensionalcartesiancoordinates may be written as follows:
pr - x
...
f:
Pz x
- x
:
ps
n
0 : p4 - x
€:

COSaI- y CoSBr - z CoSar
c o s e 2- Y c o s B z - z c o s l z
cosa3 - Y cos Pt - z cosys
cos a4 - y cos pa - z cos ya

(e)
(10)
(1 1 )

(r2)

It has already beenstated that p1: p2: pa: p4: 25. The direction angles
and cosinesof the four coordinate lines are the same as those of the normals from the four verticesto the oppositefaces.It remains,therefore,to
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determine the magnitudesof these 12 direction anglesand their cosines.
The direction angleshave been found to have the following values.
Directionangles
3 5 " 1 5 '5 1 ' 8 "
l44o 44' 8'2"

ar :

1180 7' 31.8"

oz:

24lo 52' 28.2"

Ar:
Fz:

a::

1 9 o2 8 ' 1 6 . 4 "

Bt:

T

T

B^:-

z

-

2

y:
v:

7 O o3 l ' 4 3 . 6 "
70" 3l' 43.6"

y:

7 0 03 l ' 4 3 6 "

T

2

Direction cosines
cos @1:
cos a2 :
cos qs :
cos@4:

-

.4714

cos B1 :

-

.4714

cos B2 :

.9428
0

cos ?1 :
cos ?2 :

.3333

.8165

cos B3 :

0

cos 73 :

.3333

coSB4:

0

cos?a:-1.0000

.8165
-

.3333

Hence, in their simplest form, the formulae for transforming 3-dimensional cartesian to quadriplanar coordinates and vice versa, are the following:
(13)
e : 25 I .4714x- .8165y- .33332
(14)
:
25 1- .4714x1.8165y .33332
|
.
3
3
3
3
2
(1s)
0
n:25-.9428x|_
(16)
z
o:2s+
0 + 0 +
In the reverse transformation from quadriplanar to 3-dimensional cartesiancoordinates,the value of z is obtained directly from equation (16);
and by substituting in equation (15), the vaiue of x emerges.As thesefour
equations are consistent,the value of y may be computed either from
equation (13) or equation (14).
Pont,q.uvpBnllAT

C ooRDTNATES

Five variables, of which four are independent, are theoretically chartable in what may be described as pentahyperflat coordinates, which are
referred to a regular hypertetrahedron of the fourth dimension. Such a
polytope, called a regular simplex, has 5 vertices, 10 edges,10 equiiateral
triangular faces, and 5 bounding hyperflats (which are in fact regular
tetrahedra). The coordinates are parallei to the 5 normals from the
vertices to the hyperflats. As the available data cannot be charted in four
dimensions, they may be projected either onto the triangular faces or
onto the bounding hyperflats (tetrahedra). Charts designed for these
purposeshave been preparedby Mertie (1948,p. 324-336,and 1949,p.
106-716).
The analytic transformation of five pentahyperflat coordinates to four
4-dimensional cartesian coordinates, and vice versa, might be useful. In
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particular, the elimination of one variable in mathematical analysis
should be an important asset. The necessarytransformation formulae,
however,are not known to the writer. If they are analogousto thoseused
for quadriplanar coordinates, five formulae are needed, and 20 direction
anglesmust be determined.
Appr,rc.q.rroNs
Trilinear and quadriplanar coordinates are speciesof homogeneouscoordinates that are characterizedby two or three independent variables
and one dependentvariable. Such coordinatesadd to 100,or by recornputation can be made to do so. The transformation formulae so far developed make it possible to transform trilinear and quadriplanar coordinates to cartesiancoordinates,and vice versa;but in this processno summation of the cartesian coordinates is involved.
Originally determined cartesian coordinates differ from homogeneous
coordinates in that all the coordinates are independent variables. Therefore it would be quite improper to recompute a set of cartesian coordinates to total 100, with the objective of utilizing them in the preceding
transformation formulae. The result would be the derivation of number
sets that would not be uniquely distinctive of the original coordinates.
Thus the cartesiancoordinates(10, 15, 25) and (20,30,50), whosesums
are respectively50 and 100,representtwo distinct 3-dimensionalpoints.
Yet with certain modifications,formulae (4)-(6) and (13)-(16) may be
used to handle cartesiancoordinateshomogeneously.The charting and
analysis of homogeneouscoordinates and independent cartesian coordinates are separately discussedin the following pages.
HolrocnNnous CooRDTNATES
Experimental results of numerous mineralogicaland geochemicalinvestigations, as well as analyseswith three terms, are plotted in trilinear
coordinates;but analytical work on the points and curvesthus charted is
rarely done, doubtless becausethe analytic geometry of trilinear coordinates is not generally understood. Hence generalrelationships that could
be expressedby algebriacequationsare not obtained. But if the desired
results could be obtained without recourse to this specialized analysis,
they probably would be acceptable.Such results can be gotten by the use
of formulae (4), (5) and (6). Trilinear points may obviously be transformed to 2-dimensional cartesian coordinates,and joined graphically or
by analytic fitting to form smooth curves; and trilinear curves, using a
point-by-point technique, may be similarly transformed. The resulting
cartesiancurves may then be differentiated,integrated, or subjectedto
any other analytical process,after which they may be transformedback
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to trilinear coordinates.Thus the analytical geometry of trilinear coordinates may be entirely avoided. It is true that the algebriac results of such
work will be availableonly in cartesiancoordinates;butfor most workers
and readers this will probabiy be an asset rather than a drawback.
Analyses with three terms, that chart naturally in trilinear coordinates,
may Iikewise be reduced to 2-dimensionalcartesian coordinates.The two
resulting variables will have different meanings than the original three,
but the gain in simplicity of charting may under some circumstancesbe
desirable. In reverse, two variables that were derived originally as cartesian coordinates may be transformed into trilinear coordinates,if that
should be advantageous.
Examples of the transformation of trilinear to 2-dimensional cartesian
coordinates may be given by a mean analysis of beryl, derived from 11
analysestaken from Dana (1914, p. 407); and by a mean analysis of
olivine (chrysolite),derivedftom32 analysesfrom the samesource(1914,
p. a53). Thesetwo analyses,recomputedfree of minor impurities to total
100 per cent, are as follows.

SiOz
AlzOr
FeO
Mgo
BeO
Total

Ber1,I

Olioine

6 7. 8 3
1 8 .8 4

40.46
13.96
45.58

IJ.JJ

100.00

100.00

From formulae (4), (5), and (6), the values of the cartesiancoordinates
are found to be the following:
Olivine(x, y) : (- 15.30,12.25)
Beryl(x, y) : (- 28.28,- 20.00)
Many mineralogical, geochemical, and geophysical investigations
yield four variables, of which three are independent of one another. These
are seldom charted directly, as this operation would require perspective
drawings of a tetrahedron of reference.Instead, the points, spacecurves'
or surfaces are projected, either apically or orthogonally, onto the triangular faces of the tetrahedron, which is then developed as four triangles.Or, if charting is not attempted, the numerical results are merely
tabulated. Such tetrahedral data can readily be transformed into 3dimensionalcartesiancoordinatesby the use of formulae (13), (14)' (15)
and (16). Thereafter the analytical methodsheretoforesuggestedmay be
applied, and subsequentlyreversetransformations may be made. This reduces all problems in quadriplanar coordinates to conventional solid
analytica{geometry.
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Analyses with four terms, of which three are independent of one another, may similarly be transformed into 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates, if that should be desirable. The new points may then be located
graphically in three dimensions; or if a number of such points were to be
compared, they could be joined as space curves or surfaces,either by
graphical or analytical treatment.
The transformation of quadriplanar to 3-dimensional cartesian coordinates may be exemplified by a mean anaiysis of orthoclase, taken from
23 analysespublishedby Dana (1914,p. 319); and by a mean analysisof
microcline,derived from 19 analysesfrom the samesource(1914,p. 323,
324). These two analyses,recomputedfree of minor impurities tb total
100per cent, are as follows:
Microcline

Orthocl,ase
JIU2

05 5 /

AlzO:
NarO
KzO

19.43
4.06
10.94

65.18
19.82
2.30
12.70

100.00

100.00

Total

From formulae (13), (14), (15), and (16), the valuesof the corresponding
cartesiancoordinatesare found to be the following:
(*, y, t) : (27.18,- 28.25,- 14.06)
Orthoclase,
(x, y, z) : (28.43,- 27.78,- 12.30)
Microcline,
C,qnrBsreNCoonorN,q.rps
Four cartesiancoordinatesare now presentedto illustrate independent
variablesthat may not be recomputedto total 100 per cent. These variables,which rangein value from zeroto infinity, representthe class,order,
rang, and subrang of analyzed rocks in the C.I.P.W. classificationof
igneousrocks. The example is a biotite granite from El Capitan, Yosemite
Valley, California, whose analysis and molecular ratios are tabulated by
W a s h i n g t o n( 1 9 1 7 ,p . 1 8 5 ) .
ConstontsoJbiotitegranite
Class
Order
Rang
Subrang

19.68
2.34
2.13
0.75

Total

24.90

whence

'n

.90 : u.rrs

It will be noted in formulae (13), (14), (15), and ffOl tfr"t pi:25.

In
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it is only
order to treat this analysisas if its variableswere homogeneous,
necessaryto substitute the values of pi:6.225. This is equivalent to
imagining that the point representedby this analysis is charted in a
tetrahedron whose normals from the vertices to opposite faces have a
length of 24.90.This treatment also implies that one of the four variables
is dependenton the other three, which is not true, but is warranted as an
empirical procedure.The resulting coordinatesare as follows:
- .33332
- .8165y
: 6.225
19.68
+ .4714x
- .33332
2.34: 6.225
I .47r4xf .8165y
- .33332
2.13: 6.225 .9428x
* 0
z
0 . 7 s : 6 . 2 2 s +0
+
+ 0
The desiredvaluesof the cartesiancoordinatesare
- 5.475).
(t, y, : (6279,- 10.618,
")
Now using the unmodified form of formulae (13), (14), (15) and (16), it
is possibleto obtain a set of quadriplanar coordinates.These are found to
have the following values.
(e,(, n,0): (3846'21.12'
r9.s2)
20.90,
Thus the C.I.P.W. constantsmay be expressedeither as three cartesian
coordinates, or as four quadriplanar coordinates, and may therefore be
charted.
The questionmay be raisedwhether the empiricaloperationapplied to
the C. I. P. W. constantsmay not be repeatedfor the three derived cartesian coordinates,in order to reduce their number to two. Obviously this
may not be done for the values of (x, y, z) shown above,becauseif these
are interpreted as trilinear coordinates,the sum of the negative coordinatesexceedsthe value of the positivecoordinate,and the point retreatsto
infinity. The same is true for the three cartesian coordinates derived for
orthoclaseand microcline.Inasmuch as such a repeatedtreatment is not
generally applicable,it is not regardedas usable.The method does appear to be useful, however, for all original positive cartesian coordinates
that are interpreted empirically as trilinear or quadriplanar coordinates;
and for all such coordinatesthat conform to the limitations heretofore
stated for positive and negative homogeneouscoordinates'
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